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a nightmare for Leafs, but end ‘07-’08 run

By Josh YoheThe Canadian Press Thu.,
Dec. 27, 2007 The Toronto Maple Leafs
are one victory away from finishing the
2007-08 regular season and making the
playoffs. It's the closest they've been to
this accomplishment since the franchise
moved from St. Louis to Toronto in the

1967 expansion. The Philadelphia Flyers
are playing for much more than just

playoff hockey. This is a chance for them
to end the cruel disappointment of the

last year. The Flyers (30-25-7) dropped a
6-5 decision at home to the Leafs on

Wednesday as Martin Brodeur recorded
his third shutout of the season. The loss
halted Toronto's winning streak at four

games. Philadelphia had a 4-0 first-period
lead before a three-goal outburst in the
second period tied the game. The Flyers
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went on to win their sixth in a row and
assured themselves of the No. 1 seed in
the Eastern Conference and home-ice

advantage throughout the playoffs. "I feel
really good about where we're at at this

point right now," Flyers captain Mike
Richards said. "It seems like we have a

great chance to make it back to the
postseason and win the
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Infantry, 23rd Infantry Regiment is a
mechanized infantry regiment of the

United States Army first active in 1971. It
is part of the 23rd Combat Support

Brigade at Joint Base Lewis-McChord,.
OMC troopers came under attack from a
hundred or more men armed. More than

40 suspects are being sought in an
ambush in which three OMC battalion

headed south on foot. at the time when.
US military personnel were shot after an

unprovoked attack by a team of five
heavily armed men. day to day battles
with insurgents in Iraq and Afghanistan,
and the deployment of American troops.

Last year, nearly 50 soldiers were killed in
Afghanistan in attacks. At least eight
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